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Abstract

This paper analyses the effect of qualitative reviews on racial statistical discrimination.

Using a fine-tuned Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)

language model that was developed specifically for this task, I include the effects of

recent qualitative reviews on the log listing price difference between Black and White

hosts on Airbnb. For properties without guest reviews, I find a 4% log listing price

difference between Black and White hosts for comparable properties. Once review

information becomes available, this pricing difference reduces to 1%, providing evidence

against the persistence of racial listing price differences on Airbnb, and furthermore,

suggesting that race is used as the primary signal of property quality only in the absence

of better information. Beyond its applications within the context of Airbnb, this paper

aims to explain how the early provision of detailed qualitative information can reduce

the effects of statistical discrimination against minorities.
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1. Introduction

It has long been established that ethnic minorities in Europe and the United States achieve

worse economic outcomes than their ethnic majority peers (Altonji & Pierret, 2001; Lang &

Manove, 2011; Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2004, 2017). Since Becker (1957), numerous studies

have sought to explain the nature and source of these differences (see Lang & Lehmann

(2012)).

This paper studies the extent to which the difference in prices posted by Black and White

hosts on Airbnb can be explained by observable and unobservable1 property quality. I use

machine learning techniques to estimate the signal received from each property’s qualitative

reviews, and exploit these estimates to form a signal of current property quality. When

taken alongside other objects to estimate the unobservable quality of a property, this signal

provides an explanation of 75% of the previously unexplained difference.

With the growing importance of both online marketplaces and peer to peer sharing

websites such as Amazon, eBay, Uber, and Airbnb, the racial discrimination literature has

expanded to study these environments. Doleac & Stein (2013) find evidence of racial discrim-

ination in response rates to online advertisements, Edelman & Luca (2014) uncover evidence

of racial discrimination in responses to property listings on Airbnb, and Edelman, Luca, &

Svirsky (2017) study the role of racial discrimination in guest acceptance rates on the same

platform.

Airbnb is an online platform that allows individuals (“hosts”) to offer customers (“guests”)

accommodation and experiences. The platform has a large share of the online rental market,

with over 300 million nights and experiences booked worldwide during 2019(Airbnb, 2021).

Prior to booking, private interactions between potential hosts and guests are prohibited. As

a result, only information visible on an individual’s profile can be used to make application

and acceptance decisions.

In a similar manner to other online market places, Airbnb provides detailed information

including accommodation facilities, personal information, photographs, and online reviews

in order to reduce informational asymmetries. However, as detailed in Edelman, Luca,

& Svirsky (2017), this can have the unintended consequence of facilitating discrimination

against minority groups.

There is an expanding literature that studies racial differences on Airbnb outcomes Cui,

Li, & Zhang (2020); Edelman & Luca (2014); Edelman, Luca, & Svirsky (2017); Laouénan &

1Not all components of property quality are observable at the time of booking. Unobservable components
include: host attitude, property wear and tear, and noise in and around the property. Potential guests form
expectations about these unobservable elements based on pictures, reviews, etc.
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Rathelot (2022). The prevailing approach analyses differences in listing prices across racial

groups while controlling for host and property attributes. The majority of these variables are

fixed or change infrequently i.e. the number of bedrooms, location, amenities, and review

average, and therefore, the analysis ignores an important dimension of the data, namely,

how beliefs inferred about a property, and as an indirect consequence, prices, change based

on recent experiences.

On Airbnb, qualitative reviews of recent guests are visible on the platform with the

corresponding quantitative component omitted. Consequently, past econometric analysis

has analysed the guest experiences using the average quantitative score, and ignored the

qualitative component. This has resulted in the omission of recent performance in the

modelled decision making process.

I study the importance of both quantitative and qualitative reviews on Airbnb property

listing prices utilising techniques from the machine learning literature. I illustrate that a

potential guest’s beliefs about a property are influenced by the host’s race, and that this has

a material impact on listing prices where review information is unavailable. Furthermore,

once review information is fully available,2 the impact of race on price falls by 75%.

Extending the theoretical model from Laouénan & Rathelot (2022) to include the infor-

mation from qualitative reviews, I study these effects in a theoretical environment where

hosts set their price to maximise income from Airbnb and other work, and where guests de-

duce a signal of the property quality from the information provided. The qualitative review

component potentially represents an important element of this signal which until now has

been ignored. My model incorporates this information into the decision, ultimately, resulting

in the conclusion that statistical racial discrimination is not persistent.

My paper contributes to the literature in two key ways. Firstly, I fine-tune a Bidirec-

tional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) language model, and use this to

analyse the impact of recent reviews on pricing decisions. Generally, in the Airbnb litera-

ture the impacts of average customer reviews are understood, while the impact of one-off

qualitative reviews are not. This addition aligns the economic analysis with the real-world

decision making process, which I find to have a material impact on reducing the persistence

of statistical racial discrimination.

Secondly, analysing the impact of recent reviews allows me to revisit the analysis of

statistical discrimination in the Airbnb literature. Contrary to the current literature, my

results show that a host’s race has a material impact on listing prices only whilst review

information is unavailable. Upon the release of this information, the listing price difference

2It is Airbnb policy that historical guests quantitative reviews only become visible to potential guests
after the host has completed three guest stays.(Airbnb - Why Reviews Matter , 2019)
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between the two racial groups is reduced by 75%. This suggests that a large proportion of

what has previously been considered statistical racial discrimination, is in fact the effects of

differences in historical pricing decisions and recent review quality.

The results from this paper motivate further research studying the impact of racial dis-

crimination in online marketplaces. For this purpose, I am developing a model allowing for

the effects of historical prices, and qualitative reviews on statistical racial discrimination,

which I aim to use to study a wider number of settings.

The data used in this study is taken from Inside Airbnb, an organisation that obtains

the data directly from the Airbnb website using automated web-scraping techniques. A

detailed description of the data is provided in Section (4), with an example of a host’s profile

reproduced in Appendix (F). I study ten US and UK cities in the second and third quarters

of 2022. I obtain the racial information of the individual by scraping host pictures directly

from the Airbnb website and applying picture recognition technology. For the individuals

that contribute to this study, namely those defined by the software as Black or White, I

achieve a recall3 of c.89%.

Building on the BERT model, I estimate the sentiment of qualitative reviews. I develop

two models, the first classifies reviews into 3 categories: 1 to 3 star; 4 or 5 star; and automated

response upon cancellation. Whereas, the second model divides the 4 and 5 star reviews into

two separate categories. The models achieve accuracies of 95.4% and 85.9%, respectively.

The estimates from the fine tuned models are then used in the analysis of racial listing

price differences using a combination of non-linear least-squares and simple linear regression

techniques.

2. Related Literature

A recent literature studies the impact of racial discrimination on “sharing-website” out-

comes. Edelman & Luca (2014) use external experts to provide assessments of the quality of

Airbnb listings and the racial group of hosts. The paper finds suggestive evidence of racial

discrimination on Airbnb against Black hosts. Doleac & Stein (2013) list i-Pods for sale

on online markets, where the picture of the product contains a dark or light skinned hand.

Similarly, the paper finds evidence suggesting statistical racial discrimination against Black

sellers. My paper extends the understanding of racial discrimination on sharing websites by

3Where recall is defined as:

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn
,

where tp is the number of true positives, and fn, the number of false negatives.
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estimating the impact of qualitative reviews on Airbnb outcomes which, to the best of my

knowledge, has not been done previously.

The use of customer generated reviews is prevalent on sharing sites, and as such, the racial

discrimination literature has focussed on the impact of these reviews on market outcomes.

Cui, Li, & Zhang (2020) finds that a positive review reduces the likelihood that White guests

will be accepted over African Americans. In Laouénan & Rathelot (2022), potential guests

form expectations about the quality of a property based on past reviews and the ethnicity

of the host. The paper finds that statistical discrimination accounts for the entirety of the

listing price differences between White and ethnic minority hosts. My work extends the

model of Laouénan & Rathelot (2022) by considering the impact of recent textual reviews

on outcomes, this allows me to test if beliefs about racial groups persist in the presence of

more detailed information.

In the literature of racial discrimination on Airbnb, work has focussed on establishing

evidence of host discrimination towards potential guests (Cui, Li, & Zhang, 2020; Kakar, et

al., 2018), and the impact of discrimination against hosts on listing prices (Edelman & Luca,

2014; Edelman, Luca, & Svirsky, 2017; Laouénan & Rathelot, 2022). My paper sits within

this second literature whilst extending it to align with real world decision making processes,

by including the impacts of qualitative reviews on rental decisions. Furthermore, it corrects

an oversight in the current literature which generally fails to recognise the impact of previous

pricing decisions on guest ratings. My paper adjusts for this omission by modelling overall

rating as a signal of quality and previous pricing decisions.

There is a growing literature that uses the information from text to derive economic in-

sight. Wu (2018) applies these techniques to highlight animus against women in an academic

forum, Ash, Chen, & Ornaghi (2021) analyses attitudes towards gender in the US judiciary,

and Stephens-Davidowitz (2014) considers the impact of racial animus against Black political

candidates. I use the BERT model, developed in Devlin et al. (2018) to estimate the signal

received from qualitative reviews where the corresponding quantitative value is unknown.

This allows me to consider the impact of recent reviews and experiences on outcomes which

otherwise would be infeasible.

In another appeal to the methodology of different literatures, I exploit machine learning

techniques, and in particular, the picture recognition software, DeepFace, introduced in

Taigman et al. (2014), to analyse the racial identity of hosts. The use of this technological

solution allows me to accurately analyse a large number of photographs without relying on

manual categorisation procedures.

Finally, several recent papers have attempted to classify the type of discrimination suf-

fered on sharing websites. Bohren, Imas, & Rosenberg (2019) analyses the presence of gender
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based discrimination on an online mathematics question and answer forum. Laouénan &

Rathelot (2022) models racial discrimination by potential guests against hosts on Airbnb.

I contribute to this literature by testing for evidence of statistical discrimination in the

presence of the additional considerations outlined above.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section (3) provides an overview of

the Airbnb platform, Section (4) describes the data, Section (5) describes the model, Section

(6) presents my empirical strategy, and Section (7) concludes.

3. An Overview of Airbnb

Airbnb is an online platform that allows individuals (“hosts”) to offer customers (“guests”)

accommodation and experiences. It began operating in 2007, and currently operates in more

than 220 countries and regions throughout the world (Airbnb, 2021). During 2019 (the latest

year available in the filed financial accounts), there were 300.6 million nights and experiences

booked worldwide. Airbnb’s activity is focused on a number of key areas, with 77% of the

total bookings in North America (USA, Canada, and Mexico), Europe, The Middle East,

and Africa (Airbnb, 2021).

When using the platform for the first time, hosts and guests must provide personal in-

formation including their name and contact details, and they should verify their identity.4

Additionally, hosts are required to provide a large amount of information about their prop-

erty, including: the property type (house, flat, etc.); location; guest capacity; amenities; and

at least five photographs. A personal photograph is obligatory for hosts, but only encouraged

for guests. Finally, both hosts and guests are encouraged to provide a short profile.

After registering their property, hosts choose: the dates to make the property available;

the price; the cancellation policy; and any long-stay discounts. The cancellation policy

ranges from ‘Flexible’, where any payment is fully refundable for cancellations made up to

24 hours prior to check-in, and ‘Super Strict-60 Days’, where 50% of the cost of the rental

is refundable if cancellation is made up to 60 days prior to check-in, and non-refundable

thereafter. Airbnb offers advice on several of the adjustable components of the terms of

rental, including providing the mean rental price for similar properties in the area over the

previous three months.

Potential guests visit the Airbnb website and can perform a search for available properties

based on location, dates, and the number of guests. A list of search results is then visible that

provides key details of each property including a short description, several photographs, the

4Hosts and guests can verify their identity via a scanned copy of a qualifying photographic identification
or by confirming historical identity information.
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average review score of previous stays, and the price for the selected stay.5 Once a specific

property is selected, users can see a more detailed profile including: the host’s name; list of

amenities; qualitative reviews; and cancellation policy.

Finally, if a property is reserved by a potential guest, the host receives a request which

includes the guest’s information. This request can be accepted or rejected by the host without

penalty. However, if a host cancels a request after acceptance, they are subject to financial

penalties, and an automated negative review will appear on their profile. Cancellation by

the guest is subject to the host’s cancellation policy.

The mean quantitative reviews associated with a host’s Airbnb profile are the average of

reviews provided by past guests in respect of seven characteristics of a guest’s stay: overall;

cleanliness; accuracy; communication; location; check-in; and value for money. The qualita-

tive reviews provided by historical guests are also visible. There is no standard format for

these reviews, and as a result, review length and detail vary significantly between a one-word

review, and a detailed review of many aspects of an individual’s stay.

4. Data

I use the data on Inside Airbnb, a free to use website that provides detailed information

on Airbnb listings. This information has been used in several published academic papers,

including Guo, Barnes, & Qiong (2017). The data is scraped every three months, and

provides details of the Airbnb properties that are visible to users of the website at that

time. For the purposes of the analysis in this paper, I use the data for the second and third

quarters of 2022.

All information on the first page of a qualifying host’s profile is provided,6 in addition to

the associated Review and Amenities page for each property. In order to filter out inactive

listings, I discard all properties that have not received a review over the observation period.

I obtain the profile pictures of each entry directly from Airbnb using web-scraping tech-

niques similar to those used in Koffi (2021) and Laouénan & Rathelot (2022). The race of

the individuals in the profile pictures are then analysed using picture recognition technology

as discussed in the subsequent section.

Generally the properties in the sample are small and on average consist of 1.6 bedrooms,

accommodate 3.5 people, and have 1.4 bathrooms. 71.7% of listings are for the entire

property, compared to 27.4% of private rooms, and 0.5% shared rooms. A more detailed

5The results list can be filtered based on a large number of property characteristics. Further information
is provided in Appendix (F).

6An example can be found in Appendix (F).
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description of the properties, the hosts, and the property location are provided in Tables (8),

(9), and (10) of Appendix (D).

Figure (1) presents the average rating for properties within my sample. The average

rating is highly skewed with a mean rating of 4.74, median rating of 4.86, and standard

deviation of 0.39.7 The high average rating reflects the fact that poorly rated properties are

more likely to leave the market than higher rated properties. This can clearly be seen in

Figure (5) in Appendix (E).

Figure 1: Distribution of Average Ratings on Airbnb

Notes:

(1) This figure illustrates the distribution of the average review rating in the data.

(2) The ratings are grouped into bins based on the exponential of each rating. There are 8 equally
distributed bins on [e1, e5].

Figure (2) illustrates the distribution of nightly prices on Airbnb in US Dollars (trimmed

at $800). The distribution is highly skewed. After dropping the top and bottom 2% of prices,

the median price is $150 and mean price is $197.

Differences exist between the listing prices of properties listed by Black and White hosts.

Specifically, the mean listing price for a Black host of $144 is considerably lower than for a

White host of $218. These differences embed a number of factors including property choices,

location, and available amenities. After controlling for these effects, the log listing price of

a Black host remains 4% below that of a White host. A summary of this analysis can be

found in Table (1).

7The rating scale on Airbnb is between a minimum of 1, and a maximum of 5.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Prices on Airbnb

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the distribution of per night property prices in US
Dollars.

(2) Properties valued at greater than $800 are not shown.

(3) Where the original price is in GBP, the price is converted to USD at the listing date’s spot rate.

The results highlight a number of interesting data features that I explore in the following

sections. In particular, racial differences are negatively correlated with both quantitative

and qualitative review quality, and a recent qualitative review of 4 star or less has a statisti-

cally significant impact on listing price. These two observations provide motivation for the

extension of the original framework provided in Laouénan & Rathelot (2022).

4.1. Analysis of Race

The race of a host is unknown to potential guests at the time of booking. As such, any

beliefs about race will be formed using information obtained directly from the host’s page

including host name, profile pictures, and past reviews. One benefit of the platform for the

study of racially sensitive outcomes is that potential guests form beliefs about the race of

the host using the same dataset as the researcher.

There is a large and well-established literature dedicated to both understanding the

process of inferring race, and the consequences of these racial assumptions on outcomes.

Three popular techniques are: names as a signal of race (Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2004);

9
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Table 1: Log Listing Price Differences Between White and Black Hosts

(1) (2) (3)
Minority -0.040 -0.032 -0.032

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008)
Average Quantitative Reviews
4.5 and above -0.032 -0.016

(0.005) (0.005)
3.5 to 4.5 -0.039 -0.036

(0.007) (0.007)
Below 3.5 0.030 0.035

(0.284) (0.282)
Most Recent three Qualitative Reviews
At least one review 3 star or below* -0.004

(0.005)
All 4 or 5 star reviews, with at least one 4 star review. -0.012

(0.004)
R2 0.72 0.72 0.73
Observations 70,334 63,153 63,153

Notes:

(1) All results are from the OLS regression of log prices on an indicator for Black individuals;

(2) In addition to the listed variables, the results include: city fixed effects; neighbourhood fixed effects;
the twenty most popular amenities; host response time; superhost status; host verification status;
and the average number of reviews per month;

(3) Standard errors are clustered at a property level;

∗ The reference group are the properties with exclusively five star ratings in their three most recent
qualitative reviews.

picture analysis using machine learning techniques; and, language usage (Grogger, 2008).

Despite computational costs, I use facial recognition techniques to analyse the race of

hosts using profile pictures scraped from Airbnb. Specifically, I utilise the picture recognition

software, the DeepFace, that was introduced in Taigman et al. (2014).

In order to confirm the precision and recall8 of the Deepface software, I manually analyse

the race of two hundred photographs without prior knowledge of the automated results. I

8Where precision and recall are defined as:

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp
.

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn
,

where tp is the number of true positives, fp, the number of false positives, and fn, the number of false
negatives.
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achieve precision of 72% and recall of 71%. For the purposes of my econometric analysis, I

use the subset of hosts that are classified by the software as White or Black. For this subset,

I achieve a precision of 89%.

Table 2: Racial Analysis of Airbnb Hosts

Race Observations %
White 62,302 39.7
Black 9,368 6.0
Other 37,062 23.6
Unknown* 48,384 30.8
Total 157,116

Notes:

(1) The table provides details of the anlaysis of host race using the Deepface software.

∗ A profile picture is defined as Unknown if it is: (1) a picture of the property, a corporate logo, or
some other object; (2) the face is obscured; or (3) the picture is of low quality, and therefore, cannot
be analysed.

4.2. Analysis of Qualitative Reviews

4.2.1 Background

As discussed in the literature section, several economics papers have utilised the information

from text in their analysis (Mueller & Rauh (2018); Engle et al. (2020); Stephens-Davidowitz

(2014). Despite success in other literatures, to the best of my knowledge, these techniques

have not been used to explain racial differences on sharing platforms.

There are a large variety of techniques that facilitate the use of textual data for economic

analysis. However, this section provides information only on the BERT language model that

I use in this paper.

4.2.2 BERT Language Model

The BERT model is a state of the art language model developed in Devlin et al. (2018). The

original model is:

... designed to pretrain deep bidirectional representations from unlabeled text

by jointly conditioning on both left and right context in all layers.(Devlin et al.,

2018, pp.1)9

9A more detailed discussion of the BERT model can be found in Appendix (B).
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In the spirit of the Transformer architecture, I adapt the pre-trained model to my purpose

by fine-tuning it for the task of text classification using a sample of 29,096 reviews for which

the review score is known. Although quantitative scores for each individual review are

unavailable on Airbnb, I use the subset of properties whose number of reviews has increased

by one between periods, and as such, the quantitative score associated with the review can

be calculated by comparing the average review from the current and past period.

These 29,096 reviews are split into a train and test set of 21,822 and 7,274 reviews,

respectively. The training set is further split into a train and validation set, and trained over

3 epochs.10

Table (3) provides the confusion matrix11 for the version of the model with the three

classifications: Automated review due to cancellation at short notice; Review score between

1 and 3; and Review score of 4 or over. The associated accuracy is 95.4%.

Table 3: Confusion Matrix for Text Classification with Three Categories

Actual
4 or above 3 or below Cancellation

Predictions
4 or above 6,303 112 0
3 or below 209 255 1
Cancellation 10 0 384

Notes:

(1) The table details the predictions of my fine-tuned BERT model with three categories.

(2) I predict the value of 7,274 labelled reviews with an accuracy of 95.4%

The fine-tuned model is used to predict the value of the past three reviews for each active

listing. The results of this prediction are exploited in the analysis of the racial log pricing

differences as discussed in the following sections.

5. Model and Link to the Theory

5.1. Background

As discussed in Section (2), prior research has provided empirical evidence for the existence

of a racial listing price gap. To date, the impacts of recent reviews, and historical pricing

differences have not been considered. To this end, this section builds on the model of

10In machine learning an epoch is defined as one pass of the entire training data through the algorithm.
11A confusion matrix is a tableau representation of a classification exercise.
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Laouénan & Rathelot (2022) with a view to deepen the understanding of ethnic listing price

differences. The model in this paper diverges from their model in that the triple of recent

qualitative reviews, quantitative reviews, and value for money provide a signal of property

quality, as opposed to the signal being derived entirely from the quantitative review.

5.2. Overview

There are two sides of the market, one of hosts, and another of potential guests. Hosts set

their rental price, pt, which they receive if their property is successfully rented. A guest who

rents the property pays pt directly to the host.12 The rental market is sufficiently large such

that neither a host’s nor a potential guest’s rental decision impact prices.

A potential guest chooses an Airbnb property based on the information available on

the website. She requests to stay in a property if that choice maximises her expected utility

between staying in properties available on Airbnb, and her outside option, potentially renting

a property from an alternative source, or not making the trip.

For potential guests, property quality is only partially observable at the booking stage,

and fully observable after the completion of the stay. The partially observable component

of quality includes: the number of bedrooms; bathrooms; and location. Whereas initially

unobservable quality includes: host attitude; exact location; and the noise and smell of the

property.

When searching for a property, potential guests form beliefs about the unobservable

component of quality which determines their willingness to pay. The preferences and beliefs

of White and Black guests are the same.

Finally, a host’s pricing decision is myopic, and she does not consider the impact of

current price on future ratings, nor the impact of future ratings on future prices.13

5.3. Host Pricing Decision

Following (Laouénan & Rathelot, 2022, pp. 117), in each time period, hosts have one unit

of time which they split between paid work for 1 − L hours, and on their Airbnb property

for L hours. Rental activity has decreasing returns to scale, and L hours spent on Airbnb

results in Lα̃ nights supplied, where α̃ ∈ (0, 1).

A host maximises their current period income by solving the following problem:

12On Airbnb hosts receive rental income net of fees. However, for the purposes of the model, these Airbnb
fees are ignored.

13In my data, each property has a mean availability of 9 days in the next 30 days, and 22 days in the next
60. Given the penalties for cancellation, this suggests that hosts do not update the price of their properties
for each new review.
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max
pt

{
ptDt(pt, Q,m) + (1−D

1
α̃
t (pt, Q,m))W

}
, (1)

where pt is current period price, W is the income from paid work, and Dt(pt, Q,m) is the

demand for a property defined as:

Dt(pt, Q,m) =
f(t)ηQβ

ptκΓm
, (2)

where Q is the sum of observable and unobservable quality, m is the host’s race, f(t) is a

local seasonality function, and β, η, κ, and Γ are constants.

Solving equation (1) using a first order approach, taking the natural logarithm, and

substituting in the value for expected unobservable quality, yields:

pt = p0 − λγm+ λαw + λβQ+ ληg(t),

where pt = logPt, w = logW , γ = log Γ, α = α̃
1−α̃

, λ = κ+ α−1, g(t) = log f(t), and

p0 = λα log α̃(κ−1)
κ

.

5.4. Listing signal of quality

First, I mirror the approach in Bohren, Imas, & Rosenberg (2019), whereby, quality, Q, is

the sum of two orthogonal components, observable quality, q, and unobservable quality, ν,

Q = q + ν.

Each host has an observable racial identity m ∈ {1, 0}, where 0 indicates White and 1

Black. The distribution of unobservable quality differs across races, and can be defined as

ν ∼ N (νm, σ
2).

When viewing a listing, prospective guests extract a signal from the review information

provided by past guests. This information includes the subset of qualitative reviews read

by the prospective guest,14 and the average quantitative review in respect of seven criteria:

14Several properties have hundreds of qualitative reviews. It is unrealistic that prospective guests read
each review. As such, I assume prospective guests read a subset of these reviews.
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overall; cleanliness; accuracy; communication; location; check-in; and value for money.

From the description of quality, the quantitative reviews of: cleanliness; accuracy; com-

munication; location; and check-in, may be considered as components of unobservable qual-

ity. Whereas value for money, although desirable from a guest’s perspective, may more

reasonably be considered a function of historical pricing decisions.

Although Airbnb guests provide review scores for each component individually, I assume

that overall rating is a function of the other six components. For this reason, I treat the tuple

of average overall rating and average value for money, (rit, vit), as a signal of unobservable

quality.

In line with the literature (Bohren, Imas, & Rosenberg, 2019; Koffi, 2021; Laouénan &

Rathelot, 2022), I assume that the signals from both qualitative and quantitative reviews

are drawn from normal distributions centered at the true value of ν.

Given the distributional assumption on the signals, as is shown in Appendix (A), the

expected quality of a property with K reviews, and where N of the qualitative review

components are read by a prospective guest is given by:

E(ν|s,m,K,N) =
K s(r) + NK

K−Nρ2
σ2
r

σ2
r̃
s(r̃|r) + σ2

r

σ2
ν
νm

K + NK
K−Nρ2

σ2
r

σ2
r̃
+ σ2

r

σ2
ν

, (3)

where s(r) is the signal from one quantitative review of value r, and s(r̃|r) is the conditional
signal from a qualitative review of value r̃. σ2

r , σ
2
r̃ , and σ2

ν are the variance of a quantitative

review, qualitative review, and the average variance of a Black individual’s quality. Finally,

ρ is the correlation coefficient of qualitative and quantitative reviews.

5.5. The Host’s Price Setting Equation

If the host is aware of the consumer’s estimation of quality calculation, she will account for

this in her price maximisation problem. As such, the final equation becomes:

pt = p0 − λγm+ λαw + λβq + ληg(t) + λβE[ν|rt, vt, r̃t, K], (4)

Where the expected unobservable quality is defined as per equation (3).
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6. Listing Price Differences - Empirical Analysis

Previous sections provided motivation and evidence of an ethnic listing price gap, and how

this changes over time. This section provides the empirical specifications and analysis that

test this theory.

6.1. Benchmark Model

Let pit be the log rental price of property i at time t, rit the average overall rating, Kit

the number of reviews, Nib the number of qualitative reviews rated 3 star or less in the

most recent N reviews, and Nig the corresponding number of 5 star reviews. In the baseline

analysis N = 3. The coefficient of interest, βB, measures the log price difference between

Black and White hosts for comparable properties with zero reviews.

To ensure the comparability of properties, a large number of property, and host char-

acteristics, z1it, z
2
i , respectively, are included as control variables.15 The explanation for the

inclusion of the majority of these variables is self-evident. For example, why the property

size, location, and available amenities may influence the property price. However, there are

a small number of variables that warrant further discussion. In particular, both reviews per

month, and a binary variable that signifies multi-property listings is included to account for

professional users of Airbnb to whom occupation rates may be more important than headline

prices.

The log listing price, pit, is given by the following model:

pit = β1 + β2z
1
i + β3z

2
it + fb(Kit, Nit) βB 1{mi = 1}+ f1(Kit, Nit)

∑
r

βr 1{rit = r}

+ f2(Kit, Nit)

(
βNb

1{Nib ≥ 1}+ βNa

(
1− 1{Nib ≥ 1}

)
+ βNe 1{Nig = N}

)
+ εit.

(5)

The functions fb, f1, and f2 are functions of the underlying parameters as per equation

(8) and are defined as follows:

fb(K,N) =
σ2
r

σ2
ν

f(K,N).

f1(K,N) = K f(K,N);

f2(K,N) =
NK

K −Nρ2
σ2
r

σ2
r̃

f(K,N).

15A full list of control variables can be found in Tables (9) and (10) in Appendix (D)
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where:

f(K,N) =
1

K + NK
K−Nρ2

σ2
r

σ2
r̃
+ σ2

r

σ2
ν

;

I solve equation (5) iteratively, firstly by estimating the underlying structural parameters

by non-linear least squares, and substituting these estimates into equation (5) which is then

estimated by OLS, with errors clustered at the property level. These steps are repeated until

convergence. A summary of the results of this estimation process can be found in Tables (4)

and (5).

6.2. Interpretation

Specification (1) is the original specification per (Laouénan & Rathelot, 2022, pp.121) and

provides a useful benchmark against which to judge the impact of the additional elements

of my specification.

Specification (2) embeds information from the latest three qualitative reviews into the

signal of unobservable quality. In particular, it quantifies having one or more reviews below 4

star, the impact of having a mixture of 4 and 5 star reviews, and the impact on price of having

exclusively 5 star reviews in the most recent three reviews. This modification captures several

important features of the setting that are otherwise ignored, namely: agents are interested in

both recent and average performance; they rely on the information contained in qualitative

reviews to make decisions; and, where ratings are highly concentrated, information from

additional sources is highly relevant.

Upon the inclusion of the qualitative review information, the coefficient of interest, βB,

shrinks from -0.042 to -0.032, and its significance reduces.16

In specification (1) more than 50% of the initial ethnic price gap remains until a property

has 46 reviews. In contrast, in the model with qualitative reviews, less than 50% of the initial

ethnic price gap remains after three reviews.17 The effects on the log price difference as the

number of reviews changes can clearly be seen in Figure (3) below.

16It should be noted that the ratio of review variance to racial variance is approximately 3 times larger
in my calculation compared to the original formulation in Laouénan & Rathelot (2022). This is likely an
artefact of the different definitions of race between the two papers.

17Full review information becomes available after three reviews.
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Figure 3: Log Price Difference between White and Black Hosts over Time

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the log price gap between Black and White hosts
under Specifications (1) and (2) as the number of reviews increases.

The impact of having a mix of 4 and 5 star reviews compared to exclusively 5 star is of a

similar magnitude as the penalty against Black hosts. Figure (4) in Appendix (E) provides

details of how the probability of having no reviews lower than 4 stars, and the probability

of exclusively 5 star reviews increases with the number of reviews. This is a result of poor

quality hosts invariably exiting the market, such that most remaining active hosts have high

recent review scores.18 Against this backdrop the negative coefficient on properties whose

recent reviews are not exclusively 5 stars becomes clearer.

18Figure (4) in Appendix (E) provides a graphical illustration of this feature.
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Table 4: Log Listing Price Differences

(1) (2)
Racial Minority -0.042*** -0.032**

(0.01) (0.01)
Average Review Score
Rated above 4.5 -0.131*** -0.139***

(0.01) (0.01)
Rated 3.5 to 4.5 -0.235*** -0.260***

(0.02) (0.02)
Rated below 3.5 -0.019 0.060

(0.19) (0.42)
Latest Qualitative Reviews
One or more reviews below 4 star -0.001

(0.01)
All 4 or 5 star reviews -0.035***

(0.01)
All recent reviews 5 star -0.008

(0.01)
Observations 70,334 63,153

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Notes:

(1) Results are from the OLS regression of log prices on a binary variable for Black individuals.

(2) Specification (1) is an estimation of the model per Laouénan & Rathelot (2022). Specification (2) is
an estimation of equation (5).

(3) In addition to the listed variables, the results include: city fixed effects; neighbourhood fixed effects;
the twenty most popular amenities; host response time; superhost status; host verification status;
and the average number of reviews per month.

(4) Standard Errors are clustered at a listing property level.

6.3. Robustness Checks

6.3.1 Value for Money

In the above model agents are assumed to be myopic decision makers, and in particular,

they do not consider the impact of price on ratings. If this assumption is incorrect, historical

prices may have a material impact on the analysis.

Given the hypothesis that the listing price for an equivalent property is lower for a Black

host than a White one, if Black and White hosts have observationally equivalent properties

(including average review scores), the Black host should be the host of a less desirable

property due to the impact of historical pricing on ratings.
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Table 5: Structural Parameter Estimates for Specification (1) and (2)

(1) (2)
σ2
r

σ2
ν

46.604*** 29.037**

(2.84) (11.16)
σ2
r

σ2
r̃

9.853**

(3.94)
Observations 70,333 63,151

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Notes:

(1) This table provides details of the structural parameter estimates for the regression of log prices
under Specifications (1) and (2).

In light of the above discussion, the following empirical specification includes the effects

of past prices on current log prices by incorporating an individual’s Value for Money score

into the signal of property quality.

Both the dependent variable and independent variables in equation (6) are the same as

equation (5) with the exception that the average Value for Money score, vit, is included in

the signal of unobservable quality as follows:

pit = β1 + β2z
1
i + β3z

2
it + fb(Kit, Nit)βB1{mi = 1}+ f1(Kit, Nit)

∑
(r,v)

βr,v1{(rit, vit) = (r, v)}

+f2(Kit, Nit)

(
βNb

1{Nib ≥ 1}+ βNa

(
1− 1{Nib ≥ 1}

)
+ βNg1{Nig = N}

)
+ εit.

(6)

From Table (11), the estimates of βB remain unchanged from the baseline specification.

In contrast, there are some immaterial changes to the underlying structural parameters.

However, given that the conclusion of the analysis is materially unchanged, it would appear

that the pricing differences discussed above are not a major feature of the data.

6.3.2 Heterogeneous impact of qualitative reviews

In the benchmark model, it is assumed that the impact of recent qualitative reviews is

homogenous across hosts which is likely to be an oversimplification. For example, an excep-

tionally good review should impact the desirability of a property with a low average rating

more than a high rated property.

In order to test this additional feature, I estimate the following equation:
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pit = β1 + β2z
1
i + β3z

2
it + fb(Kit, Nit) βB 1{mi = 1}+ f1(Kit, Nit)

∑
r

βr 1{rit = r}

+f2(Kit, Nit)
∑
r

(
βNb,r

1{Nib ≥ 1, rit = r}+ βNa

(
1− 1{Nib ≥ 1, rit = r}

)
+βNg,r

1{Nig = N, rit = r}
)
+ εit.

(7)

Where all parameters are defined as per equation (5). I solve equation (7) iteratively in an

analogous manner to the benchmark case. The results of this estimation are presented in

Tables (6) and (7).

The above specification offers additional granularity on the impacts of qualitative reviews.

In particular, a property rated below 3.5 stars with three recent 5 star ratings will be priced

at a 24% premium compared to other properties rated below 3.5 stars.

In a similar manner to specification (2), the price of a property rated above 4.5 stars

with at least one recent four star review is 6% lower than other properties rated above 4.5

stars. Additionally, for properties rated 4.5 stars or above, there is a negative coefficient on

having one or more recent review of 3 stars or lower. However, this coefficient is statistically

insignificant. These observations reflect the reality that in the group of properties that are

rated 4.5 stars or above, a recent rating below 5 star is both undesirable and unexpected.

However, given the low probability of having an average rating above 4.5 stars and a recent

review below 4 star, the coefficient on this specific group is insignificant.

Allowing for the impacts of qualitative reviews to be heterogeneous on prices results in

the ethnic listing price gap being more persistent than under specification (2). However, this

gap remains considerably less persistent than in specification (1). In fact, it takes 70% fewer

reviews for half the initial listing price gap to disappear. Illustrative of this is that for all

properties with at least three reviews, the racial listing price gap is below 2%, an amount

which is only reached after fourteen reviews in the analysis per Laouénan & Rathelot (2022).

Figure (7) in Appendix (E) provides a graphical illustration of the racial listing price gap

under the three specifications.
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Table 6: The Heterogeneous Impact of Qualitative Reviews on Log Listing Price Differences

(2a)
Racial Minority -0.039***

(0.01)
Average Review Score
Rated above 4.5 -0.139***

(0.01)
Rated 3.5 to 4.5 -0.272***

(0.02)
Rated below 3.5 -0.374

(0.55)
Latest Qualitative Reviews per review rating

Rated above 4.5 stars
One or more reviews below 4 star -0.038

(0.03)
All reviews 4 or 5 star -0.067***

(0.02)
All recent reviews 5 star -0.015

(0.01)
Rated 3.5 to 4.5
One or more reviews below 4 star 0.045

(0.03)
All reviews 4 or 5 star -0.006

(0.03)
All recent reviews 5 star -0.011

(0.02)
Rated below 3.5
One or more reviews below 4 star 0.105

(0.08)
All reviews 4 or 5 star -0.056

(0.21)
All recent reviews 5 star 0.275***

(0.14)
Observations 63,153

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Notes:

(1) Results are from the OLS regression of log prices on a binary variable for Black individuals.

(2) In addition to the listed variables, the results include: city fixed effects; neighbourhood fixed effects;
the twenty most popular amenities; host response time; superhost status; host verification status;
and the average number of reviews per month.

(3) Standard Errors are clustered at a listing property level.
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Table 7: Structural Estimates of Parameters for the Heterogeneous Impact of Qualitative
Reviews on Log Listing Prices

(2a)
σ2
r

σ2
ν

40.773***

(5.359)
σ2
r

σ2
r̃

5.803***

(1.891)
Observations 63,151

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Notes:

(1) This table provides details of the structural parameter estimates for the regression of log prices with
heterogeneous effects of qualitative review.

6.4. Threats to Identification

In order to interpret the results from estimating equations (5) and (7) as causal, I need to

establish that neither measurement error nor omitted variable bias are responsible for the

effects. The following section provides evidence against what I consider to be the biggest

threats to this interpretation.

6.4.1 Qualitative Reviews

Given the nature of my data, a risk of measurement error comes from my calculation of qual-

itative review quality. As such, I test my results for sensitivity in respect of this calculation.

To this end, I construct a set of 50 placebo experiments where I randomly classify the

latest qualitative reviews of a property. Firstly, I randomly assign reviews of 4 stars or

more to different properties, with probability equal to the unconditional probability from

my original analysis. Subsequently, I randomly assign properties with all 5 star reviews

where the probability conditional on all reviews being greater than 4 star is equal to the

probability in my original analysis.

In lieu of recalculating the structural parameters for each of the 50 experiments, I estimate

equation (5) using the original structural estimates and the simulated qualitative review

quality.

In 50% of the experiments, no coefficient estimates are significant at any conventional

level, and only 2% of the experiments have coefficient estimates that are significant at the

1% level.
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Of the experiments with significant coefficients, they are invariably of limited economic

impact. The largest coefficient is approximately 70% of the original, with the majority being

significantly smaller. Finally, the significant coefficients are equally distributed across the 3

groups: at least one review less than 4 star; all reviews 4 star or above, with at least one 4

star review; and all recent 5 star reviews. Details of the first ten simulations can be found

in Tables (14) and (15) in Appendix (E).

As a result, the simulations provide support that both the BERT model, and the associ-

ated regression analysis, explain an important feature of the data.

6.4.2 Difference in Property Usage

If White and Black hosts use their properties in different ways, for example, one group

were predominantly professional hosts, and the other group used Airbnb sporadically to

supplement their income, I would expect different residency rates across racial groups. By

regressing reviews per month on the host and property characteristics, I find that race is

insignificant at all conventional levels. Table (13) in Appendix (D) provides a summary of

this regression. Therefore, I argue that my results are not a feature of different property

usage.

6.4.3 Pricing Conventions

If Black hosts initially underprice their properties and over time learn their true property

value, the pricing history of Black hosts would be similar to those under the model of

racial discrimination. In this setting, if Black hosts were systematically under-pricing their

properties, the market would respond in the form of higher ratings and / or increased demand

for Black properties. Figure (5) illustrates that ratings for Black hosts are consistently below

those for White hosts, and Table (13) in Appendix (D) illustrates that residency rates are not

significantly different between Black and White hosts. When taken alongside Yu & Margolin

(2022) that finds demand is lower for Black properties, the features we see in my data are

unlikely to result from Black hosts underpricing their properties.

6.4.4 Market exit rates

One explanation for the results in this paper is that low quality Black hosts leave the market

quicker than low quality White hosts, and this is most pronounced at the point full review

information becomes available. Although Figure (5) in Appendix (E) illustrates that a

marginally greater proportion of Black hosts leave the market than their White peers, Figure

(6) in Appendix (E) provides evidence against these hosts being lower quality than their
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White peers. As such, the results being driven by a disproportionate number of low quality

Blacks leaving the market is not supported by the data.

6.4.5 Difference in Guest Acceptance Rates

If Black hosts underpriced their properties in order to increase demand, and ultimately, be

more selective with respect to guest quality or race, review quality would be endogenous.

As can be seen in Figure (9), acceptance rates for Black hosts are lower than their White

peers. Furthermore, over 60% of hosts have acceptance rates above 95%, suggesting guest

selection is not a large feature of my data.

6.4.6 Racial Differences in Review

Throughout this paper I have assumed that reviews are free from racial bias. However, it is

possible that this an oversimplification. To better understand if race influences the review

process, I analyse how review content differs across racial groups. To this end, I use the

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model that was originally proposed in Blei, Ng, & Jordan

(2003).19

In an analogous way to Guo, Barnes, & Qiong (2017), I train an LDA model to analyse

the key dimensions in which reviews differ. As can be seen from Figure (8), the mean topic

distribution is remarkably similar for White and Black hosts.20 This suggests that any racial

bias that exists within reviews does not manifest in differences in the content of these reviews.

Tables (16) and (17) in Appendix (D) illustrate how little variation in the topic distri-

bution of a review can be explained by the host’s race. This further illustrates that review

content does not vary significantly with race, and as such, I find no evidence of systematic

racial bias in the qualitative reviews in this dataset.

7. Conclusion

Racial minorities continue to achieve worse economic outcomes in online market places. Sev-

eral papers have made efforts to quantify the difference on Airbnb (Edelman & Luca (2014);

Edelman, Luca, & Svirsky (2017)), and Laouénan & Rathelot (2022) recently categorised

the differences as deriving from statistical discrimination. However, few if any studies have

sought to use the information from qualitative reviews to supplement this analysis.

19A detailed discussion can be found in Appendix (4.2).
20Table (18) in Appendix (D) provides details of the Topics that differ the most across racial groups.
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After adding the effects of qualitative reviews, I find that differences in outcomes are

considerably less persistent than those found in the wider literature, albeit still derived from

statistical discrimination. In my model, the listing price gap shrinks by over 70% after full

review information is released. Whereas under Laouénan & Rathelot (2022)’s model, it takes

fourteen reviews for the listing price gap to shrink by 50%.21 To put these numbers into

perspective, in my model, 91% of Black hosts suffer racial statistical discrimination that

is less than 50% of the initial amount for unreviewed properties, whereas, the comparable

number for the Laouénan & Rathelot (2022) model is 37% of Black hosts.

The results have strong implications for policy on Airbnb, and other online market-

places. Firstly, given the impact of qualitative reviews and the variable nature of the length

of reviews, users should be incentivised to leave detailed qualitative reviews. Secondly, con-

sideration should be given to the necessity of obscuring reviews until a minimum number

is reached. Potentially this policy is in place to limit the impact of fake reviews. However,

in its absence, high quality hosts are likely to achieve better market outcomes regardless of

race.

Beyond its implications in the online marketplace, this paper aims to explain the mecha-

nisms through which statistical racial discrimination acts on outcomes. In particular, what

are the best forms of feedback mechanism to reduce the impact of initial discrimination, and

what are the most efficient ways to evaluate quality where the individual is unknown? This

leads to some important questions which I aim to explore in subsequent work such as the

potential impact of referral letters in recruitment decisions.

Finally, this paper proposes that more prominence is given to qualitative reviews in

online marketplaces in order to reduce the impact of racial discrimination in online market

outcomes.

21This is a conservative estimate using the result calculated in Laouénan & Rathelot (2022). Using the
estimates from my paper, it would take forty-six reviews.
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Appendix

A. Expectation of Unobserved Quality

This section follows the model described in (Laouénan & Rathelot, 2022, pp.117) and (Koffi,

2021, pp.xi), with a view to extend the signalling model.

As discussed in Section (5.4), the quality of each property, Q, is the sum of two orthogonal

components: observable quality, q; and unobservable quality, ν,

Q = q + ν.

Each host has an observable racial identity m ∈ {1, 0}, where 0 signifies White, and 1

Black. The distribution of unobservable quality differs across races, and can be defined as

ν ∼ N (νm, σ
2
ν).

Each property listing is defined by a set of features, namely, the observable quality

components, and the set of reviews. The set of reviews can be written as r = {r, r̃1, .., r̃K},
where r is the average review score, r̃i is the qualitative review for stay i, and K is the total

number of historical guests.

In general, it is infeasible that a potential guest reads all the qualitative reviews that

are visible on a host’s profile. Instead, each host will read a subset of the available reviews.

Although the number of reviews that each perspective guest reads will differ, for the purpose

of this analysis, I assume that this number is a fixed N ∈ N.
Bohren, Imas, & Rosenberg (2019); Koffi (2021); and Laouénan & Rathelot (2022) model

an environment where a signal is elicited from each feature. These signals are assumed to be

i.i.d. normal around the true value of unobservable quality. Given the deviation from their

models, I extend the framework such that signals are independent over time, but, the signal

pair,
(
S(ri), S(r̃i)

)
, is jointly normal as follows:(

S(ri)

S(r̃i)

)
∼ N

((
ν

ν

)
,

(
σ2
r ρσr̃σr

ρσr̃σr σ2
r̃

))
,

where ν, σr̃, σr are defined as above, and ρ is the correlation coefficient between the two

signals.

Given the above distributional assumptions, the average quantitative and qualitative

signals, S(r) and S(r̃), are distributed as follows:
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(
S(r)

S(r̃)

)
∼ N

((
ν

ν

)
,

(
σ2
r

K
ρ̃ σr√

K

σr̃√
N

ρ̃ σr√
K

σr̃√
N

σ2
r̃

N

))
,

where ρ̃ is the correlation coefficient between the two average signals.

The remainder of this section provides the theoretical basis that supports the calculation

of expected unobservable quality from these signals.

The value of ρ̃ varies with K and N , as such, I calculate this in terms of estimable

parameters.

Cov
(
S(r), S(r̃)

)
= Cov

(
1

K

K∑
i=1

S(ri),
1

N

N∑
i=1

S(r̃i)

)
;

=
1

KN

K∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Cov
(
S(ri), S(r̃j)

)
;

=
1

KN
NCov

(
S(r), S(r̃)

)
;

=
1

K
ρσr̃ σr.

Finally, given:

ρ̃ =
Cov

(
S(r), S(r̃)

)
σr√
k

σ̃r√
N

.

Substituting in the value of the covariance of average signals, we have:

ρ̃ =

√
N√
K

ρ.

In line with Laouénan & Rathelot (2022), I take the weighted average of the signals.

However, given the non-zero value of ρ̃, there is an extra step to calculate the variance of

the signal of qualitative reviews conditional on the qualitative review average. Appealing to

known results, this is simply:

σ2
r̃|r = (1− ρ̃2)

σ2
r̃

N
.

Finally, taking the weighted average of these signals, where the weights are the inverse of

their variance, provides the following expression for the expectation of unobservable quality:
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E(ν|s,m,K,N) =
K s(r) + NK

K−Nρ2
σ2
r

σ2
r̃
s(r̃|r) + σ2

r

σ2
ν
νm

K + NK
K−Nρ2

σ2
r

σ2
r̃
+ σ2

r

σ2
ν

, (8)

B. BERT Model

B.1. BERT Overview

The BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) model is a state of

the art language model developed in Devlin et al. (2018). It was pre-trained on the tasks

of Masked Language Modelling, and Next Sentence Prediction, on a corpus that totalled

3.3 billion words. The following section is based on Devlin et al. (2018). However, it has

purposefully been altered to be understood by a wider audience. Any mistakes in the course

of this simplification are my own, and are not attributed to the original article.

The model takes an input which is a series of symbols, transforms them into a different

representation, and then passes them to any subsequent levels. Once these inputs have passed

through the series of encoders, they are then decoded into an output series of symbols.

The model architecture is bidirectional which is described in (Devlin et al., 2018, pp.1) as

“...conditioning on both the right and left context of each word”. This allows the model to

consider the deeper context of the inputs, in contrast to simple counts using Bag of Words,

N-Grams or other techniques. This approach means that the same word may result in several

different encodings based on its context in each specific occurrence.

The model sits within the wider group of models that use a system of self-Attention. This

is a form of weighting mechanism that places greater emphasis on some encodings and less

on others. This is applied at each level of the model, with the previously generated symbols

being used as additional input to generate the next layer.

Finally, the model can be fine-tuned for various tasks including sentiment classification.

Using labelled data, the underlying parameters of the model are updated subject to a loss

condition, in order to maximise performance on the given task. It is in exactly this manner

that I use the model.

B.2. BERT Output

The following are examples of reviews that were classified by the fine-tuned model. These

reviews have been chosen at random, and are not intended to be representative of model
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performance.

Examples of 1 to 3 Rated Reviews

“The property is undergoing some repairs we were told. However the listing does

not come close to match the current state nor the amenities the current listing

shows in pictures (i.e. closed community pool). The overall condition is pretty

poor and if you plan to spend any amount of time at the property - other than

say simply a crash pad - I would have pause.”

“Place is farther away from town then advertised 20 - 30 mins, sheets were

dirty and overall the place was messy. Bathtub was backed up and there was

no hand soap except for an expired one in the shared bathroom. Trying to up

charge us $125 a week after we checked out. I use Airbnb all the time and have

great reviews so this seems like a scam.”

“Needed to be cleaner. The white bathroom rug was black with footprints - not

sure if it had ever been washed. Mold on the ceiling in the bathroom that looks

like it had been building up for years. Fridge didn’t have a working ice or water

machine - kid a dirty bag of ice in the freezer. Felt like the apartment hadn’t

been cleaned in months.”

Examples of 4 Rated Reviews

“Older home but lots of character and love.”

“The location is great, such an easy walk to everything in little Italy as well as

other parts of the city. The place was up 4 flights of very narrow and steep stairs

which was a bit difficult with luggage. The only sink is in the bathroom so limit

your usage of dishes and cups.”

“Small apartment in a great location”

Examples of 5 Rated Reviews

“The unit is in a great location, and it’s spacious with tons of natural light.

Pool is right outside your door and a great way to relax. Betsy was extremely

communicative and helpful as well. Overall a great stay!”

“Araceli was a great host and the house was awesome!”

“This house was magnificent! Lovely location, very clean, wonderful hosts...everything

one could ask for in a vacation rental.”
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C. Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model

The LDA is a topic model in which each document of the corpus, i.e., each review in a

collection of reviews, is a mixture over a group of K topics, where each topic is itself a

distribution over the global vocabulary of words. Each review is modelled as a random draw

of words, drawn independently by first drawing a topic from the topic distribution, and

subsequently drawing a word from the specific distribution defined for each topic.

For example, when writing a review an individual writes about the pertinent parts of

their stay from K potential topics. In the case of Airbnb this could be ‘value for money’,

‘cleanliness’, ‘host responsiveness’, and ‘property characteristics’ with the proportion of a

specific review taken up by each category being 20%, 25%, 30%, and 25%, respectively.

A more technical description drawn from Blei, Ng, & Jordan (2003) is that each document

ω in a corpus of documents D follows the generative process:

1. Choose the length of the document, N, which follows a Poisson process (ζ);

2. Choose the distribution over topics, θ, that follows a Dir(α), Dirichlet distribution on

the K − 1 simplex with hyper-parameter α;

3. For each of the N words, wn:

a) Choose a topic zn which is drawn from the Multinomial distribution with param-

eter θ;

b) Choose a word wn from p(wn|zn, β), which is a Multinomial distribution over the

vocabulary of words, conditioned on zn and β, where β is a hyper-parameter.

As shown in detail in Blei, Ng, & Jordan (2003), the probability of a Corpus is given by:

p(D|α, β) =
M∏
d=1

∫
p(θd|α)

( Nd∏
n=1

∑
zdn

p(zdn|θd)p(wdn|zdn , β)
)
dθd

Where θd is the mixing distribution for document d, zdn is the topic of word n of document

d, and wdn is word n of document d.

C.1. Data Cleaning Steps

The following steps were taken to prepare the data for analysis in the LDA model. These

steps were not necessary for the analysis by the BERT model.
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The first step of the data cleaning process is to tokenize the textual reviews, collecting

the words and n-grams (a series of n words that frequently occur together) into a list/vector.

Words that are frequently used to negate the meaning of the word that follows i.e., ‘no’ and

‘cannot’ are removed and ‘not’ is added to the word that follows.

Next the data is ‘stemmed’ whereby words with the same root are replaced by that root

i.e., “connected”, “connecting” and “connects” is replaced with “connect.” The stemming

tool used is the Porter Stemmer that was originally proposed in Porter (1980).

Next ‘stop’ words, those words that are included in sentences as dictated by grammatical

convention yet provide a limited amount of additional information i.e., ‘the’, ‘of’, ‘a’, are

removed from the vector of terms. Finally, both common and uncommon words are removed

using the Term-Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (‘TF-IDF’) method.

D. Tables

Table 8: Description of Observations by City and Date

City Date Observations
Austin 08/06/2022 8,759
Austin 12/09/2022 11,854
Boston 20/03/2022 1,655
Boston 15/09/2022 4,018
Chicago 17/03/2022 3,577
Chicago 14/09/2022 5,786
Dallas 17/05/2022 2,924
Dallas 14/09/2022 5,219
London 09/06/2022 20,713
London 12/09/2022 33,146
Los Angeles 06/06/2022 18,798
Los Angeles 10/09/2022 27,592
Manchester 24/03/2022 2,036
Manchester 20/09/2022 3,604
New York 04/06/2022 13,759
New York 07/09/2022 19,994
San Francisco 03/06/2022 3,190
San Francisco 07/09/2022 3,990

Notes:

(1) The table provides details of the number of observations in each city per scrape date.
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Table 9: Summary of Property Details

Property Type (% )
Entire Property 71.7
Private Room 27.8
Shared Room 0.5
Instantly Bookable 34.8
Long stays allowed 84.2
Facilities (Mean)
Number of Bedrooms 1.6
Accommodates 3.5
Number of Bathrooms* 1.4
Number of Reviews (%)
Less than 5 18.6
5 to 10 11.3
11 to 20 14.6
20 to 50 22.0
Greater than 50 33.6
Amenities** (%)
Smoke Alarm 96.3
Essentials 92.1
Wifi 90.4
Kitchen 88.3
Hangers 85.4
Hot water 84.0
Hairdryer 83.6
Carbon Monoxide Detector 82.5
Dishes and Silverware 81.7
Refrigerator 75.7
Cooking Basics 75.2
Heating 73.3
Microwave 70.6
Shampoo 69.5
Coffee Maker 69.0
Bedlinen 68.7
Fire Extinguisher 60.6
First-aid Kit 53.0

Notes:

(1) The table provides details of the properties in my data.

∗ This includes both shared and private bathrooms.

∗∗ These are the most common phrases listed in the amenities section of each listing.
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Table 10: Summary of Host Details

Host Race (%)
White 39.7
Black 6.0
Other 23.6
Unknown* 30.8
Host Joined (%)
2008 0.03
2009 0.3
2010 0.9
2011 3.0
2012 5.7
2013 7.1
2014 10.2
2015 12.9
2016 13.1
2017 9.6
2018 8.4
2019 8.9
2020 5.5
2021 7.7
2022 6.3
Characteristics (%)
Super Host 45.8
Owner of Multiple Airbnb Properties 62.6
Verified Identity 88.0

Notes:

(1) The table provides details of the host characteristics in my data.

(2) The host race was calculated as described in Section (4).

∗ The race of a host is defined as Unknown if the profile picture is: (1) a picture of the property, a
corporate logo, or some other object; (2) the face is obscured; or (3) the picture is of low quality,
and cannot be analysed.
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Table 11: Log Listing Price Differences and Race under Different Specifications

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Racial Minority -0.042*** -0.032** -0.042*** -0.032**

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Average Review Score
Rated above 4.5 -0.131*** -0.139*** - -

(0.01) (0.01) - -
Rated 3.5 to 4.5 -0.235*** -0.260*** - -

(0.02) (0.02) - -
Rated below 3.5 -0.019 0.060 - -

(0.19) (0.42) - -
Review Score and Value for money
Above 4.5 Review and Above 4.5 Value - - -0.123*** -0.134***

- - (0.01) (0.01)
Above 4.5 Review and 3.5 to 4.5 Value - - -0.092*** -0.094***

- - (0.02) (0.02)
Above 4.5 Review and below 3.5 Value - - 1.525 2.275

- - (1.01) (1.45)
3.5 to 4.5 Review and Above 4.5 Value - - -0.237*** -0.260***

- - (0.02) (0.03)
3.5 to 4.5 Review and 3.5 to 4.5 Value - - -0.207*** -0.234***

- - (0.02) (0.02)
3.5 to 4.5 Review and below 3.5 Value - - -0.347 -0.291

- - (0.21) (0.40)
Latest Qualitative Reviews
One or more reviews below 4 star - -0.001 - 0.00

- (0.01) - (0.02)
All reviews 4 or 5 star - -0.035*** - -0.038***

- (0.01) - (0.01)
All recent reviews 5 star - -0.008 - -0.008

- (0.01) - (0.01)
Observations 70,334 63,153 70,334 63,153

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Notes:

(1) The table shows the results of the OLS regression of log listing price on the control variables:
property characteristics as listed in Table (9); host characteristics as listed in Table (10); review
score; value for money score; and both city, and neighbourhood fixed effects.

(2) Result (1) is the analysis of the specification per Laouénan & Rathelot (2022), and is included for
comparative purposes only.

(3) Standard errors are clustered at the property level.
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Table 12: Structural Parameter Estimates for Specifications (1) to (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
σ2
r

σ2
ν

46.604*** 29.037** 40.870*** 28.256**

(2.84) (11.16) (2.60) (9.36)
σ2
r

σ2
r̃

9.853** 8.008**

(3.94) (3.30)
Observations 70,333 63,151 70,333 63,151

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Notes:

(1) The table provides details of the structural parameter estimates under Specifications (1) to (4).

Table 13: Reviews per month and Race

Racial Minority -0.01
(0.03)

Average Review Score
Rated 3.5 to 4.5 -0.08***

(0.01)
Rated below 3.5 -0.40***

(0.04)
Host Characteristics
Host Identity Verified 0.09***

(0.018)
Host is a superhost 0.10***

(0.01)
Host has multiple properties -0.01**

(0.01)
Property Characteristics
Private Room -0.04

(0.04)
Shared Room -0.29***

(0.10)
Observations 70,334
R-Squared 0.229

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Notes:

(1) The table provides details of the OLS regression of reviews per month on the set of control variables
listed in Table (11).

(2) Standard errors are clustered at the property level.
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Table 14: The Value of Qualitative reviews - Simulations 1-5

Simulation Number
Qualitative Reviews (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

One or more below 4 star -0.008 -0.006 -0.020** -0.006 -0.012
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

All reviews 4 or 5 star -0.015 -0.001 -0.003 -0.012 -0.017*
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

All reviews 5 star -0.010 -0.014* -0.011 -0.011 -0.008
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Notes:

(1) The table shows the results of the OLS regression of log listing price on the simulated values for the
last three qualitative reviews.

(2) The control variables included are: property characteristics as listed in Table (9); host
characteristics as listed in Table (10); review score; value for money score; and both city, and
neighbourhood fixed effects.

(3) Standard errors are clustered at the property level.

Table 15: The Value of Qualitative reviews - Simulations 6-10

Simulation Number
Qualitative Reviews (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

One or more below 4 star -0.013 -0.012 -0.006 -0.013 0.004
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

All reviews 4 or 5 star -0.005 -0.010 -0.021** -0.002 -0.005
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

All reviews 5 star -0.012 -0.010 -0.009 -0.012 -0.015*
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Notes:

(1) The table shows the results of the OLS regression of log listing price on the simulated values for the
last three qualitative reviews.

(2) The control variables included are: property characteristics as listed in Table (9); host
characteristics as listed in Table (10); review score; value for money score; and both city, and
neighbourhood fixed effects.

(3) Standard errors are clustered at the property level.
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Table 16: The Importance of Race in Topic Prevalence (Part 1)

Topic Number
(0) (3) (7) (8) (10)

Log Price 0.004*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001**
(0.0012) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0005) (0.0004)

Average Review Score

Rated 3.5 to 4.5 0.000 0.001** 0.001*** -0.006 -0.012
(0.0018) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.01) (0.01)

Rated below 3.5 0.008 -0.003* 0.003*** 0.001 0.002***
(0.0070) (0.0017) (0.0010) (0.0007) (0.0006)

Host Characteristics

Racial Minority -0.005*** 0.002*** 0.001*** 0.001** 0.001*
(0.0017) (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0007) (0.0005)

Superhost -0.001 -0.000 -0.001*** -0.001 -0.002***
(0.0011) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0004) (0.0004)

Property Characteristics

Private Room -0.020*** 0.001 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.001
(0.0031) (0.0008) (0.0004) (0.0012) (0.0010)

Shared Room -0.005 0.004* 0.004*** 0.009*** -0.001
(0.0085) (0.0021) (0.0012) (0.0034) (0.0028)

Observations 47,175 47,175 47,175 47,175 47,175
R-Squared 0.043 0.039 0.054 0.033 0.040

Notes:

(1) The table shows the results of an OLS regression of the topic percentage per review on race and a
number of control variables.

(2) The control variables included are: property characteristics as listed in Table (9); host
characteristics as listed in Table (10); review score; value for money score; and both city, and
neighbourhood fixed effects.

(3) The results are limited to those where racial minority is significant at the 10% level.
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Table 17: The Importance of Race in Topic Prevalence (Part 2)

Topic Number
(12) (13) (17) (18)

Log Price 0.002*** 0.002* -0.001*** -0.001***
(0.0007) (0.0009) (0.0003) (0.0002)

Average Review Score

Rated 3.5 to 4.5 -0.003*** 0.000 0.001*** 0.002***
(0.0011) (0.0014) (0.0005) (0.0004)

Rated below 3.5 -0.017*** -0.018*** -0.003 -0.002
(0.0041) (0.0054) (0.0019) (0.0014)

Host Characteristics

Racial Minority 0.006*** 0.002* 0.002*** 0.001**
(0.0010) (0.0013) (0.0004) (0.0003)

Superhost 0.001* -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.001***
(0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0003) (0.0002)

Property Characteristics

Private Room 0.008*** 0.009*** -0.002** -0.001
(0.0019) (0.0024) (0.0008) (0.0006)

Shared Room 0.005 0.006 0.001 0.001
(0.0050) (0.0066) (0.0023) (0.0017)

Observations 47,175 47,175 47,175 47,175
R-Squared 0.059 0.051 0.034 0.034

Notes:

(1) The table shows the results of an OLS regression of the topic percentage per review on race and a
number of control variables.

(2) The control variables included are: property characteristics as listed in Table (9); host
characteristics as listed in Table (10); review score; value for money score; and both city, and
neighbourhood fixed effects.

(3) The results are limited to those where racial minority is significant at the 10% level.
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Table 18: Word List of Topics That Differ Most Across Racial Groups

Topic Number
(0) (3) (12) (13) (17)

day en transport easi great
bite alway public check locat
room prompt brilliant spot recommend
get di link super would
apart per ideal park highli
night avail transit great love
good con flat cute clean
overal answer local close apart
one el close access commun
bathroom pleasur access locat amaz
work para situat clean excel
nice het connect commun wonder
bed understand well conveni definit
nois al good nice beauti
issue lo support apart accommod

Notes:

(1) The table provides the fifteen most popular words for five topics from the LDA model. The topics
listed are those that differ the most substantially across racial groups after applying controls.

(2) The topics are a list of the words that occur together most frequently, and do not necessarily carry
any collective meaning. As discussed in Appendix C.1, the ‘words’ in the table are the root of the
words after applying the Porter Stemmer.

(3) Topic (3) appears to be predominantly non-English words. Although I removed exclusively
non-English reviews, several bi-lingual reviews remained, and I conclude that they are marginally
more likely to occur for Black hosts.

(4) Topics (12), (13) and (17) appear to relate to: transport links; location and check-in; and
recommendation, respectively. These topics again occur with marginally more propensity for Black
hosts. Finally, Topic (0) appears to be a topic with very limited interpretable meaning. This topic
occurs more frequently in reviews of White hosts.
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E. Figures

Figure 4: Percentage of Hosts with High Quality reviews per Number of Reviews

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the proportion of hosts with high quality reviews as
the number of reviews increases.

Figure 5: Average Review Scores of Black and White Hosts by Number of Reviews

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the difference in average review scores between White
and Black hosts as the number of reviews increases.
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Figure 6: Cumulative Frequency of the Number of Reviews by Black and White Hosts

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the difference in the number of reviews between White
and Black hosts.

Figure 7: Log Price Difference between White and Black Hosts over Time

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the difference in log prices between White and Black
hosts as the number of reviews increases.
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Figure 8: The Relative Importance of Topics by Host Race

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the difference in the topic distribution between White
and Black hosts. The results presented are for a 20 topic LDA model trained on 169,443 reviews.

Figure 9: Host Acceptance Rate by Host Race

Notes:

(1) This figure provides a graphical illustration of the difference in host acceptance rates by host race.
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F. Sample Airbnb Host Profile
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